
  

 

Worldwide Access to Serviced Apartments Launched on NYS System 
 
NYS Corporate are the first TMC to integrate The Apartment Network into their service offering, 
providing an extensive inventory of alternative accommodation options for business travellers.  
 
  
Wednesday 7th June 2017 
 
Today, NYS Corporate announced the integration of The Apartment Network into their service             
offering. Following the enhancement, NYS clients will have access to an inventory of close to               
100,000 serviced apartments across 20 countries. This will provide business travellers with an             
extensive range of spacious, well-appointed apartments to select from, in addition to the hotels,              
B&Bs and guesthouses already available on the NYS system. 
 

“We regularly analyse market trends and consider ways to enhance the service we provide to our 
clients.  Having observed the growing popularity of serviced apartments, we engaged with The 

Apartment Network to expand our content further, offering business travellers more choice and an 
alternative to Airbnb for those corporates not allowing the use of these. There will always be a place for 

hotels, but when it comes to longer or more regular travel, serviced apartments can offer a more 
comfortable and economical solution, which we feel will add value to our clients.” 

Leanne Fowler, Sales and Marketing Director, NYC Corporate  
 
NYS Corporate have been providing varied content for several years now, with their booking system               
already including inventories from some of the UKs top serviced apartment providers. Having seen              
the advantages apartments offer to business travellers and the substantial cost-savings available to             
clients, NYS took this initiative one step further and became the first TMC to partner with The                 
Apartment Network.  
 
Serviced apartments are, on average, three times the size of a hotel room, and provide space to                 
work and relax. In addition to offering great value for longer stays, they are associated with higher                 
productivity and lower subsistence costs. Research from Savills and ASAP predicts that the serviced              
apartment sector is set to expand faster than any other segment of the UK hospitality market over                 
the next two years. ASAP forecast a growth in supply of 8.4% per annum by the end of 2017 (based                    
on known planning consents), outpacing the 6% anticipated for budget hotels and 2.6% average              
across all hotel types. NYS Corporate’s most recent enhancement puts them ahead of the curve,               
ensuring that their clients can take full advantage of this growing trend.  
 
 
ENDS 
 
 
About NYS Corporate  
 
NYS Corporate is a leading Events, Conference and Travel Management agency working with some              
of the world’s biggest brands; including Siemens, O2, Three, NATS, LV=, TM Lewin and the Institute                
of Civil Engineers. Known for our blend of high quality, personalised service and cutting-edge              
technology, NYS Corporate provide bespoke end-to-end solutions for our clients. We are            
committed to proactively pursuing cost savings and added value throughout the life of every              

 

http://www.savills.co.uk/_news/article/72418/197538-0/12/2015/serviced-apartment-sector-forecast-to-be-uk-s-fastest-growing-hospitality-segment
http://www.nyscorporate.com/


  

contract, are proud that 100% of corporate travel clients have chosen to renew their contracts with                
us over the past five years.  
 
NYS Corporate’s achievements have been recognised in multiple industry awards, including the            
Business Travel Award for “Best Travel Management Company (less than £50 million UK Sales)”              
2017 and M&IT’s Silver Award for “Best Intermediary Agency” in 2016 and 2017.  
 
About The Apartment Network 
 
The Apartment Network is a leading serviced apartment agent which offers managed services and 
procurement solutions to support corporate, relocation and TMC clients with their serviced 
apartment requirements.  The Apartment Network’s innovative operating system allows clients to 
connect seamlessly to its global network of professionally managed apartments. 
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